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The Mortal Instruments: City of Bones" introduces us to Clary Fray, a seemingly
ordinary teenager who discovers she is a Shadowhunter, a being that is part angel
and part human, destined to hunt demons. Her world is turned upside down when her
mother is kidnapped, and she is thrust into a hidden world filled with supernatural
beings like vampires, werewolves, and warlocks. It's pretty cool.

In my opinion, "City of Bones" is a thrilling addition to the young adult fantasy genre.
Cassandra Clare creates a rich, imaginative world that is both intriguing and complex.
The narrative is fast-paced, filled with action, and offers a diverse cast of characters,
each with their own secrets and backstories. Personally I think this is a great first book
to start and get into science fiction ,action it has a great consistency of virtues and
new world possibilities. I loved this book but think the rest of the series gets better
and better the more you read on. The blend of urban fantasy with the classic themes
of good versus evil and self-discovery makes it a compelling read.

Readers who have a love for fantasy worlds that coexist with our own reality will likely
be captivated by "City of Bones." I Recommend this to readers that like to use books
and escape to another reality. It's particularly appealing to those who enjoy intricate
world-building, magical lore, and a mix of romance and adventure. If you're drawn to
tales of hidden societies and young heroes coming into their power, this book is
definitely worth your time. 

By Valentina C, 9th grade, enjoys reading romance


